HERD
by Mark Steere

INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1a - Red rolls 5-3

Herd is a two player game played with two standard, six sided dice and unlimited
red and blue stones on a hexagonal grid of any size, initially empty. The two
players, Red and Blue, take turns placing their own stones on the board, one or
more stones per turn. Red goes first. Players are not allowed to pass. Mark
Steere designed Herd in August, 2022.

ON YOUR TURN

Fig. 1b - Removal

Red removes 3 blue stones.

1. Roll the dice.
2. Remove enemy stones in the quantity indicated by the lower die value.
3. Place your stones on any unoccupied cells (except where prohibited as
described below) in the quantity indicated by the higher die value.
4. If you completely surround an enemy singleton (enemy group of size 1) - that
is, every one of its adjacent cells is occupied by one of your stones - you must
immediately remove it.
5. For each enemy stone you surround and capture, you must add an additional
stone of your color, which could then capture more enemy stones and require you
to add yet more of your stones during your turn.
6. Prohibited placement: You may not place a stone on a cell completely
surrounded by enemy stones - that is, a cell whose every adjacent cell is occupied
by an enemy stone. If at any time during your turn, the only unoccupied cells are
such self-capturing placements, your turn is concluded.

EXAMPLE

The figures show one complete turn of Red, who rolled a 5-3.

BALANCING RULE

Red, on their first turn, places the number of stones indicated by the LOWER die
value.
Fig. 1c - Addition

Red adds 5 red stones,
capturing 1 blue stone.

OBJECT OF THE GAME

The game ends when the board is completely filled. Who has the most stones on
the board wins.

AUTHOR’S NOTE

Feel free to publish this rule sheet and to program the game of Herd. No
licensing fee or royalties are expected. However, please don’t change the name or
the rules, and please attribute the game to me, Mark Steere. My other games can
be found at marksteeregames.com.

Fig. 1d - Extra Add

Red adds 1 extra stone, for
the 1 captured blue stone.
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